Listen! Áahtomone' (Ah toh mone)

YELLOW BIRD LIVE STREAMING PROGRAMS

STAYING CENTERED AND CONNECTED IN CRITICAL TIMES

MAY - JUNE 2020

Food for thought - Food Sovereignty & Gardening
SATURDAY MORNINGS AT 10 AM MOUNTAIN TIME May 16 - June 13, 2020

Coffee with Yellow Bird
SUNDAYS AT 11 AM MOUNTAIN TIME May 3 - June 28, 2020

Talk for Teens “Challenge Yourself - Like that Way”
TUESDAYS AT 3 PM MOUNTAIN TIME May 12 - June 30, 2020
This program will highlight different youth experiences and topics from horses, athletics to addressing drugs and alcohol usage.

Yellow Bird Traditional Storytelling
WEDNESDAY EVENINGS AT 7:30 PM MST May 6 - June 24, 2020
Our stories connect us to the past and the present, and are still relevant; we are living history. Sharing of Traditional Common Knowledge.

www.YellowBirdLifeways.org

https://www.facebook.com/YellowBirdLifeways/
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tel. 406.477.8781